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ABSTRACT 
. 
The present report documents a low-speed wind tunnel experiment t o  measure the 
flowfield around a two-dimensional airfoil operating close to maximum lift. Boundary layer 
separation occurs o n  the upper surface a t  x 1 c-0.85. -4 three-component laser velocimeter. 
coupled with a computer-controlled data acquisition system. was used to obtain three 
orthogonal mean velocity components and three components of the Reynolds stress tensor 
in both the boundary layer and wake of the airfoil. Pressure distributions on the airfoil. 
sk in  friction dist.ribution on the upper surfacc of thc airfoil. and integral properties of the  
airfoil boundary layer are also documented. In addition t.o these "near fie1d"flow properties, 
static pressure dist,ributions, both upstream and downst.ream from the airfoil and on the 
walls of the wind tunnel. are also presented. 
... 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Considerable progress has been made in the ability to  compute t,he flow field around 
complex geometries provided tha t  the interaction between the boundary layer on t h e  body 
and the  external inviscid flow is relatively weak. For bountlary layer effects t o  be ade- 
quat,ely accounted for in such calculations the relevant Reynolds number must be  large 
and the boundary layer (either laminar or turbulent.) must remain attached almost ev- 
erywh(1re. L-nder such conditions aerodynamic design capability is est rorricly good. -4 
logical long-term extension to this capability is the dcvelopnient of methods for predict- 
ing flow fields containing ext.ensive regions of flow separation. Trailing-edge stall of a 
two-dimensional airfoil seryes both as a nat,ural starting point for such a study and a 
logical step in the advancement of design methods for conventional unswept wings and 
hi g h-as pec t -rat io h el icop t. er b 1 ad cs . 
\I’hilst knowledge of C‘L,,,, ,  , is important for airfoils developed for fixed-wing airc.raft. 
a n  increase in CL,, , , , ,  is also desirable in order  t o  improve the performance of the blade 
tip on rotor craft. On a rotor: the angle of incidence. Mach number, and local sweep all 
‘fluctuate with time. and there is a centrifugal force acting on the rotor-blade boundary 
layer. Helicopt.er rotor performance both in hover and at fonvard speed can be computed 
using a quasi-steady approach when the dou.n\vash variation over t.he disk due to the 
periodic vortex wake created bb- the rotor in earlier revolutions is taken into account. 
Stead?- two-dirriensional section characteristics a.re st.ored in the computer a5 reference> dara.  
though modifications such as assuming that C‘,, remains constant at incidences a h \ - e  the 
st all are oft.en made in order to  improve the correlat.ion hetween measurod arid calculatrvl 
rot or performance. Thus considerable emphasis is placed on t tic accurat (’ knou I(4gc o f  
(,‘L,,, , ,  , over a wide range of Mach number in t,~~jo-dini~~nsiorlal f lo~ . .  
Information gained from experiment is often a necessar!. step in the de\-eIopriient 
of computational methods used to  solve complex flows. The  present experiment n’as pcr- 
formed t,o provide information that will assist the development and &sting of such methods. 
The K A C A  4412 airfoil section was chosen for s t u d y  because it has a gradually increasing 
region of separation iv i t  h increase in angle-of-attack rat.her than an abrupt, leading-edge 
stall (Reference 1 ).  
considerable diffic.ult,v is oft.en encountered in obtaining a fully two-dirriensional stead!- 
stallcd condition. (;rc.gor>. el a /  (R.efcrence 2) observed that at  high angles of incidence 
the flmv i n  t11c  corner twt\icwn the airfoil and the turiricl n~alls is inclined 10 separate 
hefore the flo\\ over t hc wnt.er of the model. thus c l e . c t  roying two-tfirnensionalit~. across 
the  span. Corricr wparal ion can be suppressed t)! t j o ~ ~ r i d a r >  l a y r  control o n  bot 1 1  the 
tunnel wall and the airfoil close to  the wall. <;regor\. e t  (11 uwd single slots in the tunnel 
walls ahead of t h e  airfoil and a perforated airfoil si irfaw close t o  the end-Xvalls. A s  the 
chordwise extent of separation grows with increasing anglc of incidence. t.he separation 
I 
becomes three-dimensional in character. This development is unaffected by treatment of 
the corner flow. This three-dimensionality shows u p  as curvature of the separation line and 
pronounced spanwise flow. If the  separation point moves forward from the airfoil trailing- 
edge at one local spanwise position, with consequent loss of lift, the trailing vortices on 
each side of t,his initially stalled region induce an upwash between them and a downwash 
outboard. t,hus st,abilizing a "stall cell"of span less than the model span. A strong st.all 
cell can induce sufficient downwash to suppress corner separation. 
Oil flow stutfics by \Vinkelmann e2 ul (References 3 and 4) have slio\vn such patterns 
to  exist. not only on full-span or 2-D rectangular wings in the vicinity of stall but also on 
stalled finit,c aspect ratio wings free from any direct wall interference. For aspect ratios 
above 3 it  was shown tha t  multiple stall cells exist in the early stages of wing st,all which 
eventually nierge into one large cell a t  higher angles of attack. 
Coles and \\'adcock (Reference 5 )  employed several forms of boundary layer control 
on thc end walls without success. Careful placement of vortex generators on the tunnel 
walls. however. u'ctre used with exccllcnt rcsi1lt.s. The  rtiquirement of optical access to  the 
airfoil boundary laver eliminated t,his method of flow control by Hastings et al (References 
6 arid i ) .  lristead. multiple fences distrihuted across the span of t.he airfoil were used 
successfuII~~. The  spanwise positions of t h c  fences mx're found to be critical. as were t h e  
positions of their fixing brackets if t h e y  were near the leading-edgc suction peak. 
-Measurements in separated flow fields arc: difficiilt to rnakc for a variet). of reasons. 111 
particular. separated flows tend t.o be very sensitive to the inswtion of prolm arid t h o i r  
supports. and the use of pressure probes or conventional hot-wire anemorrietry in regions of 
flow reversal or high t.urbulence intensity suffer frorri difficulties in interpreting such clat a .  
Coles and \Vadcock (Reference 5)  avoided one of the aboye prohlcrns. that of direct iorial 
arnbiguity associated with conventional hot-wire anerriorriet r!. tq rriourit ing a hot \I irc. 011 
the end of a rotating arm.  More recently, Hastings ef a1 (Keferenccs 6 arid 7 )  and \\.adcock ' 
used a two-component I,\* as the primar). measurement inst rurricrit . erriploj-irig f r c ~ q u e n c ~  - 
shift irig 11). Uragg cells to overcome difficultics associated ivit 11 mean flow reversals and 
high t urhu lence levels. 
Hastings used a t.wo-component . photon-corrclat ion laser Doppler anernonieter oper- 
ated in back-scat ter. and encountered lit,tlc difficult!- in rnakirig measurements of mean ve- 
locity. Problems encount fired i n  the rrieasurerrierit of I urt)ulence. tionever. w?re  at  trihuted 
to the poor signal-t,o-noisc rat io available f ro rn  back-scatter opcration a n d  to difficulties 
Lvith stable co-alignment at. lorig range (2.7-rri(>t ws). To corripeiisate for the absence of 
rcliable turbulence data frorn t h e  L\'. Hastings rlwd a statioriar!' hot \virv for turbulence 
mrasurenirwts. Hot \virc. t ~irbuloncc. rrieasuronic~rit 5 Iio\jc\ er \v('rc not presented for the 
\l.adcock. . -2 . . J . .  "Two-coniponcnt L a w r  1 h p p l c r  .Inernoiriet cr .\leasurements i n  the 
~- - .~ - - 
' 
Near \2:akc o f  a Stalled tZirfoil."uripiiblishcd w o r k .  Octohcr.  19x5. 
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inner third of the boundary layer due to rectification of the hot wire signal. Wadcock 
used a two-component high-resolution boundary layer LV operated in back-scatter with 
a distinct disadvantage from Hastings’ arrangement ..... the two anemomet,er channels 
were non-orthogonal and closely-coupled (see Orloff and Olson. Reference 8. for details of 
the LV). Lack of success in obtaining reliable turbulence da ta  \vas similarly attributed to  
poor signal-to-noise ratio from the LV operated in back-scatter at large range. The  high1~- 
coupled nature  of the non-orthogonal channels also made turbulence measiirements very 
sensitive to  noise on either channel. This high-resolution IJV had a \-cry small focal volume 
(60prri dia.) a t  a n  operating rangc of 2.5-metres. and a change of 2 degrees C in ambient 
temperature in the vicinity of the optical table would cause complete misalignment of the 
beanis. Continual realignment was therefore essential. 
The  present investigation rnakes use of a 3-D LV described in detail by Snyder et 
ul (Reference 9) and  Orloff e t  a1 (Reference lo). Two orthogonal channels measure the 
streamFvise and cross-stream velocity components. l 7  and Ii’. directly. The  spanwise veloc- 
i ty  component. \ * ,  is measured indirectly from a non-ort hogonal coupling with the cross- 
stream velocity component U’. The  arrangement of the transmitting optics is such that 
alignmc%nt is very stable and is not sensitive to  thermal changes of the environment. The  
measuring volume is approximately 0.012in. diarricltcr. Thi% is much larger than for the 
high-resolution boundary layer L\’. but  as the boundarj  lajcr is almost 4.5 inches thick at 
the airfoil trailing-edge this is not critical. 
2. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS 
2.1. WIND TUNNEL 
The experiment was performed in the 7 ft. by 10 ft. wind tunnel ('I 10 30.2) at  
N A S A  Ames Research Center. Moffett Field. California. The  facility is a conventional 
closed circuit wind tiinnel with a working section 15 f t .  in length. The  working section 
height is constant a t  'I ft.. and its width varies linearly from an initial value of 10 ft. 
to a final value of 10.1335 ft. in order t o  allow for houndary layer growth. There are 
no turbulence-reducing screens in the wind tunnel circuit. and recent measurements by 
Soderman (Reference 11) in an almost identical companion tunnel ( 7  Y 10 50.1) indicate 
tcst section turbulence levels of u f  I '  = 0.0025, z" I '  -- w f ,  I ;  = 0.0085 for the chosen 
test conditions. 
2.2. MODEL 
The  airfoil model is fabricated of fiberglass-rclinforced polyester resin with a highlj- 
polished surface. The  model is composed of t\vo pieces - a main body and a full-span hatch 
cover. The  hatch extends from x,,c=O.18 to x c 1 0 . 7 3  on the pressure surface providing 
access to  the interior for installation of ribs. spars. and pressure inst  ruinentat ion. The  
airfoil has an NAC.4 1312 section and constant chord of 90 CITI.  This i.; t h e  sam' rnodcl 
used for the studies reported in R.eferences 5 and 8. 
Use of the- three-component LV dictated that the model bc mounted horizoritall! i n  
the tunnel in order t.hat the velocity components of importancc. I. a n d  11'. ux)w nit~~a+iiI(vI 
directly by the two orthogonal channels. In order t.o span the full ividth of t t i c  tesr sect ion 
the original model span of 78.4 inches was increased by t h e  addition of idc~iitical 21-iiich 
extensions rigidly attached to  each end of t.he instrurnented central sect ioii. Tlic rriot1c.l 
\vas supported from the floor of the tunnel hy means of a pair of steel plates n-elded to the 
tunnel floor. and adjacent overlapping steel plates protruding from t t i c 1  pressure surface 
on the inboard end of each esterision (see Figures 1 and 5 ) .  These plates were aligned 
with the axis of t,he tunnel and allowed discrete changes in the angle of att.ack by simply 
selecting appropriate bolt holes in each plate. 
The  pitch pi\-ot-point was located outside the airfoil scvt ion at (s c. z ' c )  1 (0.250. 
-0.169) in airfoil coordinates. 1.418 chords do\vnstrcanl of t h v  .tart of the test section and 
0.239 chordr below; the tunnel axis. Thus at <t :- 0 t h e  chordliric i.5 approsiniately 2.5 inches 
below the tunnel centerlinc. The wing-wall i i i t e r s c ~ t  i o n  \vas sealcd b!- riicans of fc l t  pads 
at the \ving tips to cllirninate leakage around the model end.*. To c n s i i r ~  riniforni transition 
across the span. boundary layer t.rips were mounted 0 1 1  both upper and lower surfacw o f  
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the  airfoil. Each trip had a width of 0.22in., a thickness of 0.007in. and a sawtooth leading- 
edge. The suction-surface t r ip  was centered at  x / c  = 0.023 and the pressure-surface trip 
a t  x / c  0.10. 
The model was instrumented with 200 static pressure taps. 66 of which ivere dis- 
tributed chordwise a t  the mid-span of the airfoil. TWO additional chordwise rows of 56 
orifices each are located approximately 1 "Achord on each side of the semi-span location. 
In addition to these chordwise rows, a spanwise row of 22 upper-surface orifices is located 
at the 0.25-chord position. The  static pressure a t  these 200 static-pressure orifices was 
measured using five internally mounted 48-port scanivalves equipped with 1 .O-psi pressure 
transducers. The  chordwise pressure distributions so obtained were numerically integrated 
to obtain the section force and  moment coefficients C'L. CL, and C.!,. 
2.3. INSTRUMENTATION 
In addition to airfoil surface pressure measurements as outlined above, tunnel roof 
and floor pressure ~ricasuroment,s were made using a sting-mounted Pitot-static tube. This 
probe could he positioned anywhere in the test sect ion using the wind tunnel traverse. 
which gains access to  the test, section through two strearnwise slots in the tunnel roof 
close to  the sidewalls. 1"ertical surveys were also performod at  the mid-span location both 
upstream and do\vnl;tream from the airfoil. Tho same traverse \vas iised to position a sting- 
mounted pitot-rake on the airfoil in order to tlocrinierit the attached suction-side hoiindar!. 
layer inaccessible to  the LV. In order t o  quantify thc displacement effect of the wind tunnel 
boundary layer, pitot-rake mcasiirements were made on both t t i c  roof and floor of the test 
section at the airfoil trailing-edge location. 
The  main instrument used for the study of the airfoil boiindary layer and \ \ . a h  \\-a- 
a three-component LV described in detail in References 10 and 9. The optical tahlc i ~ .  
mounted on a traverse mechanism situated just outside the tunncl as shown in Figure 1 .  
\'ertical arid qtrearmvise niot.ion of the test point are accomplished by rno\:ing t lie entire 
optical table on a digitally controlled platform. Optical encoder readhack to the steppcr- 
motor con1 rollers ensiirc+ local ion accuracy. The system software is highly interactive a n d  
special data acquisition. reduction. and display programs have h e n  writt.en t.o ensure that 
the da ta  is of good quality. For example, during data acqiiisition. histograms and popula- 
tion statistics are displayed on the graphics terniirial. sirriultaneously for all 3 channels. so 
that. immediate inforrriat.ion is available to the ( ~ n g i n w r .  1 tic loner set of rails are yawed 
slightly with respec1 to the tunnel axis. and t t i ( >  optical table ir pitched down\v;lrtls a sirr i i -  
lar amoiint (2.i.1 degrees). t,o allow grazing coi l tact  of t h e  focal volurrie a t  the semi-span of 
the wing. Three velocity components arc rncaxurcd t )>-  ~rif'ans of t hree independent dual- 
scatter channels that operat,(: in hackscattcr. T h e  two st rorigcst colors (514.5-111n green line 
and 488.0-nrn blue line) from a 4-M'att argon-ion 1asc.r provide a coupled measiiremcnt of 
the on-asis velocit,y component 1'. For an optical t ; i \ ) l c  that is neither pitched nor yawed. 
r .  
the 514.5-nm green line and the 476.5-nm violet line sense the cross-stream (vertical) and 
streamwise (horizontal) velocity components cI/ and L7 directly. The small pitch and yaw 
angle of the optical table in the present configuration results in a slight coupling of all 3 
velocity components ....... no velocity component is measured directly. 
Backscatter velocimeters are subject to an inherent Iy poor signal-to-noise ratio (SYR). 
As the SNR is inversely proportional t o  the processing bandwidth. it follows tha t  the SXR 
can be enhanced by minimizing the bandwidth. However. if the bandwidth is too narrow. 
the incoming data ma? bc biased hg the bandpass filter if ( a )  thc. mcan frcquenc! moves 
to  the edges of the bandpass as the velocity varies during a survey. or (b)  the turbulence 
intensity is high enough to c a m e  the distribution of frequencies to  extend beyond one or 
both edges of the bandpass. To alleviate this problem. the 3-D L\j system incorporates 
programmable frequency synthesizers (Orloff el a/. Reference 10) that generate. for each 
channel. a mixer frequent! that can be varied under program control so as to maintain 
t h e  mean signal frequency (as seen by the counter proce~sor)  at the center of the hand- 
width. In thi3 way. the SNR is improved because a minimum bandwidth may be adopted. 
Also. a t  a constant signal frequency. the counter processor accuracy remains constant. Fre- 
yuencv shifting by Rragg cells is employed to  resolve directional ambiguity in the measured 
veloci t ies. 
.4 charact.eristic of non-orthogonal. LV systems is that the computed orthogonal veloc- 
i ty  components may exhibit high systematic uncertaint.ies. Orloff and Snyder (Reference 
12) and Snyder. Orloff and Reiriat,h (R.eference 13) pcrforinctd an uncertainty anal!-sis and 
error estimation for the present LL- geome1,ry. Their st iidies led to the tfevclopment t)!. 
Sn-der ' of an advanced I,\- ca.libration technique. The  calihrat ion technicye erriploj s 5- 
p r r i  wires mounted o n  a spinning disc and can produce a ve1ocit.y accurate to 0.1 pcrcent i i i  
magnitude and 0.1 degrees in  direction. The  calibration-disc is easy to use. very repeatable 
froin day to  day, and now plays an essential role in the use of the 3-11 L\-. 
The  3-D LV was originally designed to provide mean velocity dat.a only (all 3 compo- 
nents) and 0perat.e in zoom. However, for the measurement of t.urbulence in all 3 directions. 
and t.urbulent correlations i11 particular, there is the additional requirement of simultaneity 
o n  all 3 channels. This requires tha t  all 3 channels sce t h e  same part,icle at nearly the same 
t.ime. -411 3 focal points must then he coincident i n  space. Thi? \voilld be difficult t o  achieve 
while operating in zoom. Hence, for this c~xperirrient. t t i c  kwrriponent L\- was operated in 
f i r ed  - focus mode. allowing measurements only in a :ingle plane close to  the serrii-span of 
t,he airfoil. .4 h i i c l f i t  of operat,ing in  f i xd focus  rriodc i5 1 1 i ; i t  the L\' calihratiori is much 
more accuratc than for zoom opcrat ion and also less time cwrisurning. The requirement of 
simultancitj. on all thrcc channels rcdiices the data  ratc dramatically. extending the time 
__ . - 
' Snyder.  P.};.. -'(:alibration of a 3-D LD.4 using ii tclocit\ refcrence source.-to hc 
pii hlished. 
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required to achieve a desired population (typically 1000 samples which might take from 
2 to 5 minutes). This severely reduces the number of data  points obtained and velocity 
scans possible in the time available. 
The  laser was operated at a power setting of typically 1.5 to 2 Watts (all colors). 
With 1.5 Watts total laser power. the power in each green beam was found to be 65mLV. 
The power in the green beams is twice the power in the blue beams and four times the 
power in the violet beams. The effective probe volume for each channel was initially found 
to be of length Lyreen = Lvzolet=0.2 inch, Ll,rurzO.l  inch. wi th  beam waist diameters 
d g r e e n  = dblue = d,,.l,t=0.012 inch. Beam expanding lenses (magnification power x3) were 
inserted into the two orthogonal channels (ahead of the beamsplitter-Bragg cell assembly) 
in order to tighten the focus. increase the beam intensity at the focus and hence improve 
the signal-to-noise ratio (a t  the expense of a possible problem with long range alignment). 
5ew values for the focal volume size were not determined. 
Counter cycle-time n'as delayed to prevent multiple readings from the same particle. 
and all L\* data ha\-e been corrected for sampling bias using the correction appropriate for 
a spherical focal volume (Johnson e t  af. Reference 1 - 1 ) .  
The air stream wab seeded with atomised mineral oil droplets introduced at  the down- 
stream end of the tunnel test section. The L i p  boundary la>er and Make surveys were al- 
ways obtained along lines normal to  the local wing surface and to t h e  free stream direction 
respectively. 
3. TEST CONDITIONS 
The primary aim of the present investigation was to obtain LV measurements in a 
two-dimensional separated mean flow. The  mean flow above a stalled airfoil can depart 
significantly from the plane two-dimensional ideal (see iVinkelmann. Reference 4). Ob- 
taining an acceptable approximation to plane mean flow can be a time consuming task. 
Following Hastings e t  a1 (Reference 7 ) ,  streamwise fences running around the leading edge 
of the wing and continuing along the upper surface to x j c  -0.494 were installed between 
the original 6.3-ft. span model and the dummy extensions. therehx shielding the central 
instrumented section from the tunnel wall boundary fayer. -411 mounting hardware for 
the fences was recessed as recommended by Hastings. Each fence was manufactured in 
short segments. contoured to  the local airfoil curvature. If a particular section of fence was 
removed, it was replaced by a metal s t rap whose outside surface was flush with the local 
airfoil surface. 
'4n initial study involved tufting the complete upper surface of the airfoil with white 
yarn arid observing flow patterns for a range of angle of attack. Figure 2 shows a pho- 
tograph corresponding t o  a = 12 degrees. Flow is from top to  bottom in the figure. To 
provide increased contrast between the model and the tufts.  illumination was obtained h> 
suspending an ultraviolet source above the wing a t  the mid-span location. Tufts in the 
attached boundary layer are relatively stead). but immediately s tar t  to "cone"as separa- 
tion is approached and the turbulence level rises. The apparent reduction in tu f t  motion 
each side of mid-span is a result of non-uniforrn intensity of illumination. Tufts in the last 
three rows can be seen to spend a significant fraction of the time pointing upstream. Thci 
position for which that  fraction of time is 50% is defined to be the mean separation point 
(solely for the purpose of quantifying the tuft study). The results of this initial stud! arc 
presented in Figure 3 and illustrate the relatively smooth, but rapid. upstream motion of 
the separation point with increasing angle of attack. Kote that a 1 degree change in anglc. 
of attack will move the separation point a long way - typically 1.5 percent of the chord. 
A geometric angle of attack of 12 degrees was chosen for the LI- study based on sepa- 
ration location (from observations of wool-tufts) and from spanwise uniformity of surface 
pressure distributions. .Above this angle of at tack. unsteadiness increased rapidly leading 
to irregularit! in the spanwise pressure distribution. The undisturbed free-stream veloc- 
it] for the tests \vas 29. lmis .  The corresponding I\!ach number Mas 0.085 and Reynolds 
number based on airfoil chord 1.64 10". .Additional Gurfacc pressure data here taken on 
the airfoil to define the lift curve in the Licinit! of C'L,, . 
The airfoil deflection under load at the test conditions nas rncacurcd opticall! at  the 
semi-span. This motion was found to  be composed of a vertical translation of the airfoil 
trailing-edge of 0.009in. (upwards in the tunnel) accornpanied 1)) a nose-up rotation of 
0.025 degrees. 
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4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
4.1. WIND TUNNEL BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
The present experiment is performed in a facility where optical access dictat,es the 
st,reamwise location of the model. Unfortunately, this places the model sufficiently far 
upstream to  allow the pressure signature of the airfoil on the tunnel walls to reach t,he 
tunnel static plate. Static pressure measurements made along the tunnel cent,er-line using 
a sting-mounted Pitot-static tube attached to  the wind tunnel traverse: close to the roof 
and floor of t,he test section. are shown in in Figure 4. These pressure distributions should 
be helpful in calculations of the displacement effect, of the tunnel wall boundary layer, and 
measured values for the displacement thickness are given at a single streamwise station 
above and below the airfoil trailing-edge. The pressure signature on the tunnel walls ex- 
tends upstream into tjhe contraction cone (beyond the tunnel static plate), and downstream 
into the diffuser. It. is clear that  nowhere in the 15-ft. long test section does the static 
pressure return to  its undisturbed value. The result of a vertical traverse both upstream 
and downstream from the airfoil is shown in Figure 5. The upstream traverse can be used 
to determine a n  initial onset velocity distribution at t.hat, station because the total head is 
constant across the duct ahead of the airfoil (rrieasurement~s of total head at this station 
showed no systematic gradient, across the tunnel within the accuracy of the measurements. 
0.0025 in C!,,). However. this is not recommended because two-dimensionalih of the s t a l i c  
pressure field ahead of the airfoil was not verified experimentally. The upstream static pres- 
sure distribut.ion results from the complete three-dimensional pressure distribution across 
t hc airfoil span and may not be simply related to  the locally two-dimensional conditions 
esisting at mid-span. The  data are included here simply to illustrate the far-reaching 
pressure signature of the airfoil. 3ot.e that  the same observation applies to the measiircd 
tunnel-wall pressure distributions. This data,  however. is only to be used for estimating 
the tunnel n.all boundary layer displacement effect, which is itself a second order effect. 
The same figure shows t.he locations of the pressure orifices of the static plate on 
each side-wall. By definition, C,, at the static p1at.e is zero. Clearlj-. the vertical pressure 
distribution measured a t  semi-span is not the same as the side-wall pressure distribution. 
Close to the side-walls the airfoil section lift coefficient is reduced from that a.t mid-span. 
and so we would expect a somewhat reduced c r o ~ ~ - ~ t r e a m  static pressure gradient ahead 
of the airfoil at that  spanwise location. 
A feu. more words about tunnel interference arc worthwhile. The original investigation 
(Reference 5 )  was performed in the Caltech IO-ft. diameter Ivind tunnel which has a rather 
short test section of length 10 feet i.e.. test-section length diameter = 1. Although \Ta l l  
pressure measurements n w e  not made in that facility i t  is immediately obvious from 
Figure 4 that  a more serious problem would have existed if the tunnel stat,ic plate had 
been used to define free-stream static pressure and free-stream velocity on tha t  occasion. 
The circular cross-section was not well suited for the study of a two-dimensional flow 
and so a two-dimensional test section was created by the insertion of a pair of parallel 
false walls. The  leading edge of this insert extended upstream into the contraction cone 
and the trailing-edge extended downstream into the diffuser. The static-plate orifices, 
therefore, lay outside the two-dimensional insert and were deemed inappropriate to  define 
free-stream conditions. Instead. all pressures and .relocities were non-dimensionalized with 
those measured at a convenient reference position close to  the airfoil, inside of the two- 
dimensional insert. The position chosen is of little significance (provided the coordinates 
are supplied) as i t  is assumed. from the outset. that  anybody wishing to compute such a 
flowfield would necessarily have to include the tunnel walls. 
Boundary layers on both roof and floor at the airfoil trailing-edge location were mea- 
sured with the airfoil a t  12 degrees angle of attack. Data for the roof boundary layer are 
as follows: 6 = 4.6in., 6 = 0.49in., 8 = 0.38in. and C'J = 0.00250 . Corresponding da ta  
for the floor boundary layer are 6 = 4.8in., 6 = 0.57in., 6 : 0.45in. and Cj = 0.00245 . 
Relevant velocity information a t  these two positions can be obtained from the tunnel-wall 
pressure da ta  presented in Figure 4. 
4.2. AIRFOIL SURFACE PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION 
Pressure distribiitions around the airfoil a t  3 spanwise locations are shown in Figure 6 
for a range of angle of attack at a nominal Reynolds number of 1.64 / IO" . The existence 
of separation on the upper surface of the  airfoil can be recognized hj. the appearance 
of a constant pressure region that  spreads rapid]? upstream from the trailing edge ~ i t h  
increasing angle of at tack. Increased scatter in the pressure distributions and iiicreasrd 
non-uniformity across the span become evident above a- 12 degrees. Correkponding force 
coefficient da ta  are presented in Figure 7 from which it is evident that the airfoil i. operating 
close t o  maximum lift at a=12 degrees. Surface pressure distributions at 12 d ( ~ g t w ~  
corresponding to Re, = 1.21 10'' and Re, = 2.31 . 10' are shonn in Figures 8 and 9. 
Figure 10 illustrates the sensitivity of airfoil section coefficients close to maximurn l i f t  with 
change in Reynolds number. Repeatability in surface pressure data is k O . 0 1  in Cl,. apart 
from the immediate vicinity of the leading-edge siiction peak. for all Q less than or equal 
to 12 de, 'Trees. 
iz comparison of Hast ings measured pressurc distribution at o =  12.15 degrees with the 
present data at (1 - 12 degrees i y  shown in Figure 1 I .  .4lso ~11onn are the Caltech da ta  for 
f k =  13.8'7 degrees. The latter data have been adjusted according to  C', - 0.8.j53Cl,r, -0.134'; 
k e d  on  the measured tunncl floor pressure distribution of Figure 3 assuming a similar 
degree of wall interference for the two geometries. I t  is clear that all 3 surface pressure 
distributions are cssentiall~ the same and i t  nould therefore he expected that  the corre- 
sponding velocity and turbulence da ta  would agree I i k m  ise. 
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Although the  geometric angle-of-attack for the Caltech study was 13.87 degrees it 
is apparent from the  present study that  the effective angle of incidence was closer t o  12 
degrees. ,4 possible explanation may be that  the short working-section (length/diameter 
= 1) of the Caltech wind tunnel causes the test-section to  behave like a venturi, with 
streamline curvature in the test section accounting for the large change in effective angle- 
of-at t ac k . 
4.3. PITOT-RAKE MEASUREMENTS IN THE BOUNDARY LAYER 
Mean velocity profiles were measured at mid-span in the airfoil boundary layer for 
angles of attack 12 and 13 degrees using a sting-mounted pitot-rake supported from the 
tunnel traverse. These measurements were made in order to  provide data in the upstream 
part of the attached boundary layer. inaccessible to the LV because of limited streamwise 
travel of the optical table. Boundary layer velocities have been inferred by assuming con- 
stant static prcssiire through the boundary layer equal to the local airfoil surface pressure. 
Ahead of separation. the boundary layer is thin and this assumption is good. As separation 
is approached and the boundary layer thickens, this assumption is less valid, but under 
these conditions the total pressure measurement itself is also suspect because of increased 
turbulence levels. 
Figure l2 (a )  shows measurements of boundary layer growth on the upper surface 
of the airfoil for a=12 degrees. Note the increased growth rate for b , , , ~ ) ~ l ~  as separation 
is approached. Note also the measurements for u- 13 degrees showing that  separat.ion 
has moved much further upstream. Pitot rake measurements of b,,,:j!,5 are. of course. 
valid both upstream and downstream of separation. but suffer from the fact that t h t ,  
boundary layer thickness is difficult to measure with great accurac>-. Integral houridar? 
layer parameters such as displacement t.hickIiess b and moment urn thickness 8 can tw 
measured with rnuch greater reliability, and this data is presented in Figures 12(b) arid 
12(c). Pitot-rake measurement.s for 6 and 8 are increasingl?. suspect as separation is 
approached. but da ta  f o r  the initial attached boundary layer should be reliable. Escellent 
agreement is obtained betu.een the present pitot-rake measurements for 6 - (restricted to 
pre-separation for obvious reasons), Hastings' L\' measurements and the Caltech FHM' 
(flying hot wire) measurements all the way to the trailing edge. Once again. da ta  for a= 13 
degrees is shown for comparison. It would appear from Figure l 2 (c )  t.hat the momentum 
thickness 8 is a more sensitive measure than 6. of any differences that may exist between the 
three experiments. Comparison of momentum thickness measurements between all three 
datasets is quite good up to separation but  thereafter the agreenient is less satisfactory. 
for no obvious reason. 
'4 .similar comparison for shape factor H-6 18 bet\veen the three datasets is sho\vn in 
Figure 12(d).  I t  should be noted that H = 4  is often associated \ ~ i t h  fully separated mean 
flow. 
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Figure 13 represents estimates of local skin friction coefficient, Cj=27,/pUe2, from 
Clauser plots of mean velocity. The present pitot-rake da ta  blend smoothly into the Caltech 
FH W measurements (which indicate separation at x/c=O.85) , Hastings’ measurements 
indicate slightly earlier separation which may be related to higher initial values for 0 on 
the suction-side of the airfoil. 
The pitot-rake was also used to  document the boundary layer on the pressure-side of 
the airfoil near the trailing-edge. For x/c=O.978 the following measurements were obtained: 
6 -- 0.7Sin.. 6 - 0.052in.. 0 = 0.041in. and C‘f - 0.00-46l . 
4.4. LV MEASUREMENTS IN THE BOUNDARY LAYER AND WAKE 
LV boundary layer measurements on the upper airfoil surface are presented in Figures 
14, 15 and 16 at x,’c=O.529, 0.815 and 0.952 respectively. The  first station is upstream 
of separation. the second is close to  separation and the third station is downstream of 
separation. Wake data is presented i n  Figures 17 and 18 at, z,/c=O.OOi, immediately 
downstream of the airfoil trailing edge. and a short distance downstream at z,,/c = 0.282 
respective]!. Boundary layer profiles were measured along local normals to  the airfoil 
surface; wake profiles were measured along normals to the tunnel axis. The upper surface 
velocity profiles have been integrated to  yield the displacement and momentum thicknesses 
and shape factor H-6’  8 .  This information is included in Figure 32 alongside the pitot- 
rake data .  
Measurements of the spanwise mean velocity component, indicate t h a t  I ‘  i5 gcnerally 
4% or less of Ue in both t,he boundary layer and wake. although occasional measi~rcnic?nt~ 
indicate higher values. Measurements of I.’ show more scat,ter than the direct nieasiir~:- 
ments of l! and \Iv and illustrate the increased uncert>ainty- associated wi th  a coupled 
measurement from two non-orthogonal channels. Of more significance is the grmvth of 
I ‘  with downstream distance. At x,’c=O.529 both positive and negative values for 1. are 
encountered through the boundary layer. although t h e  t.endency is for 1- to be negative. 
At all subsequent stat ions t h e  spanwise mean velocit!. component 1- is negative throughout 
the layer indicating streamline divergence from the plane of measurement. 
Insufficient LV data are available from t,he present study t.o pinpoint the separation 
point accurately. However, separation clearly occurs doivnst ream of the second boundary 
layer station at x ic=0.815. Hastings L\’ rneasiirenient.~ indicate separation at x /c=0.80 
whereas t.he Caltech FHM. (flying-hot-wire j data indicate separation at x,’c-0.85. ( A  
partial listing of the Caltech FHW data  at selected stations in the boundary layer and 
wake is available in Refererice 35. I n  this reference. all velocities are resolved normal 
and parallel to t h e  airfoil rhordiine. Data are tabulated ever\- 5Cm along the chord for 
0.62 5 P I C  ‘: 1.29 (every IOcrn for 1.29 1- I c . 1.84) and every 0.2cm normal to the 
chord. The same data is presented in conventional boundary layer coordinates (velocities 
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resolved normal and parallel to the local airfoil surface) in Reference 16 in the form of 
contour plots. 
Present measurements of reversed flow velocity indicate a maximum value of -0.16Ce 
at x/c=0.952. slightly higher than Hastings' measurements and the Caltech dataset which 
both indicate -0.13CT,. but  the disagreement is certainly within the bounds of experimental 
uncertainty. From Figure 16, a t  x/c=0.952 the reverse-flow region occupies the inner 25% 
of the boundary layer in the mean (although intermittent backflow occurs throughout the 
inner 2 / 3  of the lajcr) .  This compares with values of 29% from Hastings and 23% from 
the Caltech dataset at the trailing edge. 
The mean velocit) component normal to  the airfoil surface, W. is seen t o  grow rapidly 
with downstream distance. The no-slip condition. of course, forces H7 = 0 at the airfoil 
surface. A t  the edge of the boundary layer however, (\l','Li)p is seen to  grow from 3% a t  
x/c=0.529. t o  1857 a t  xic=0.815 and 2 2 q  a t  x,czO.952. The  small change in ( W / U ) e  
between x/c=0.815 and x/c=0.952 indicates there is, initially. very little change in shear 
layer direction after the boundary lajer separates. Clearly the boundary layer assumption 
\I7 ( <  U is invalid in this region. Indeed. boundar! lajer coordinates are not necessarily 
desirable once separation has occurred and the shear layer has detached from the airfoil 
surface. A more useful coordinate system might be aligned with the shear layer. 
Hastings found that  all normal Reynolds stresses itere suppressed to their free-stream 
values beyond n 6-0.7.5 due to curvature effects. and that the dominant shear stress term. 
ulw', was negligible outside of n/6=0.6. The present L\' da ta  shon no suppression o f  
turbulence in the outer part  of the  boundary layer: nor does the Caltech data (Kefcwnccs  
17 and 18). At the first station, x/c=0.529. the maxiniuni value for ulu l  i \  reached ( l ow  
t o  the wall. Kot surprisingly, the maximum for i d w '  occurs further out in the layer diie 
t o  the damping effect of the wall. Estimates for C f  from U'IC' measured close to the ~ a l l  
agree reasonably well with Clauser plot estimates from the mean ~eelocit?. -4t s c =O.vc].i 
the peak in u'u l  has increased considerably. This peak is located close to the region of 
maximum mean rate of strain dLT/dn. The Reynolds shear stress. not unespectedlj has 
its maximum value where both normal stresses reach their  maxima. 
The Caltech FHIV (flying hot wire) da ta  shot{ values for til (-,= aboce 0.28 and present 
L\' data  reach u t / [ * ,  z 0.35 whereas Hastings siutionury hot wire da ta  only indicate 
maximum values of u' l - ?  == 0.1;. The  disagreement is easil? esplained. Hastings discarded 
certain hot ivire data  on the basis of comparison between mcan velocity measured with 
the hot wire and that  measured using the L\*. ReyriolO~ stresses were only presented for 
parts of the boundary layer where the technique< yielded mean lelocity profiles "of very 
similar shape". Examination of the mean velocit! profile at s c -0.9.52 shown in Figure 
16(a) in conjunction with the distribution of - ,,11 ( the  fraction of L\' samples having a 
negative value for I-) shown to the right, illustrates the problem. Note that in the middle 
of the layer 20'5 of the LV measurements indicate revcrse-Hou. Figure 16(b) indicates 
- 
_ _  
__ 
__ 
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that  both normal stresses, u‘ul and  w I w I ,  peak at about  the same location in the layer. 
Hastings presents stationary hot wire da ta  for n/6 2 0.5 tha t  are, therefore, more than 
likely subject to significant rectification effects and will therefore indicate lower turbulence 
levels under such conditions. Unfortunately Hastings provides no turbulence data  in the 
wake. We shall see later tha t  at xw,’c = 0.282 is zero across the entire wake and, 
thus, the stationary hot wire could be expect#ed t o  provide reliable information. and a valid 
comparison between the datasets could have been made a t  this station. 
Alt,hough the suppression of turbulence in the outer part of t,he boundary layer was 
not, indicated by either the Caltech (FHW) data  or the present (LV) data,  another feature 
of strongly curved flows was evident. .4t the first station for which LV data is available, 
x /‘c=0.529. Figure 14(b) shows that  the correlation u’w’ is negative throughout the layer 
as expected. The  correlation att,ains its maximum value some distance from the wall as 
expected for a boundary layer in an adverse pressure gradient (see Simpson et a!, Reference 
17) .  At the next. station for which LV data  is available. x,c=.815. the boundary layer is 
very close to separating as shown by the mean velocity profile in Figure 15(a), and data 
for indicate t.hat intermittent separation has already occured a t  this station. The 
Reynolds shear stress distribution through the layer has changed significantly as shown in 
Figure I j ( b ) .  The  ZL’U,’ correlation is verp weak close t o  t h e  wall: but assumes a strong 
positive value in t.he out.er par t  of the boundary layer. This result is not totall!. unex- 
pected. Gillis and Johnston (Reference 18) studied the effect of strong convex curvature 
on boundary layer turbulence. Their flow passed from a flat surface. over a convex surface. 
with 90” of turning. to a flat recovery surface with zero pressure gradient along the test 
surface. At the introduction of curva.ture. the shear stress in the outer part of the IaJ-er Lias 
sharply diminished. In a distance of about 3 boundary-layer thicknesses the shear strcss 
in the outer 70% of the boundary layer had disappeared completely. This \vas ~ followed 
the appearance of a region of negative turbulent shear stress (positive ul iv’ )  in the outer 
par t  of the layer. The  appearance of this region of negative shear stress waLy explained 
by examination of the transport equation for Reynolds-stress in a curved boundary laj.er. 
The  process of recovery from curvature was found to be very niuch slower than the initial 
response to the start of curvature. Clearlx, in the case of airfoil stall: with 0 ,  R 2 0.01 
a t  xic=0.6 increasing t.o 6 ; R  z 0.03 at x/c=O.8.5. \re have two competing effects. First. 
streamwise convex curvature tends to suppress t urhiilence levels and  can produce nega- 
tive shear stress in the out.er part of the layer. Second. the increased turbulent activity 
associated with the approach t o  separation apparently more than compensates for the sup- 
pression due to  curvature. and large negative values for the shear ?tress are encount,ered in 
the outer part of the layer. From Figure l ( i (b) .  at s c -  0.!)52. \ve find that ( ~ , , i l T t 2 ) r n o r  
z 0.014 with u’w’ \ ‘ u , ‘ ~ v ’ u * ‘ ~  z 70.5  . These values are somen.hat higher than measured 
with the flying hot wire b u t  the two datasets agree qualitatively. 
-
__ 
__ -__ 
L\,- measurements in the wake are  presented in Figures 17 and 18. Note that all ivake 
measurements are presented in tunnel coordinates. Measurements of mean velocity in the 
wake show the  thin shear layer originating from the pressure side of the airfoil and the 
much thicker layer coming from the suction surface. For a = 1 2  degrees the surface slope, 
in tunnel coordinates. at the airfoil trailing-edge is given by d z ,  dz=-0.21 for the pressure 
surface and -0.52 for the suction surface. If the flow remains parallel to the local airfoil 
surface we would expect the ratio WILT to assume the same values just  downstream of 
the airfoil trailing-edge on either side of the wake. The boundary layer remains attached 
on the airfoil pressure surface and we would therefore expect the ratio \I’ I’ to approach 
the value -0 .21  underneath the  wake. The  measurements shown in Figure 17(a) are in 
reasonable agreement. For the suction surface. in the absence of separation. we would 
similarly expect W / U  to approach -0 .52  above the wake. However, since the flow no longer 
follows the upper surface of the airfoil it is not surprising that  the measured cross-stream 
velocities are much lower. 
The  Caltech dataset indicates t h a t  the reverse-flow region extends downstream from 
the airfoil trailing edge to I,. c = 0.07 with maximum reverse-flow velocity 13 percent of 
l i x .  after which the two shear layers merge into a n  asymmetric wake. This is in good 
agreement with Hastings LV measurements of mean velocity which indicate closure of the 
separation bubble at xTL c = 0.09. The  present L\’ mea5urements indicate slightly higher 
values for the reverse-flow velocity as indicated earlier. 
__ 
Each shear layer has a peak in both u‘u l  and w’u’’ associated with i t .  This is evident 
from the wake traverse a t  zu,,’c = 0.007 shown in Figure l 7 ( b ) .  Sote  that the locations 
of these peaks closely match the points of inflection in the mean lelocity profile s h o ~ n  in  
Figure 17(a).  The  normal stress maxima occuring in thc pressure-surface shcvr layer arc 
smailer than those in the suction-surface shear lajer. The turbulent shear stress correlation 
( 1 ’ 7  reaches large values in regions of high mean shear d l *  d z .  wparated by a region M here 
ti’<*’ is low and the mean velocity gradient is also small. 
At  the second w x k e  station. xu, :c = 0.282.  the two shear lajers appear to  haxe merged 
a n d  only a single peak in both u’u’ and w ‘ d  esists as shown in Figure 18(b). Notice the 
rapid approach to isotropj that  takes place hetiveen x,,  c = 0.007 and z, ’ c  = 0.282. At 
the  downstream station, onlj two boundarj  -1ajer thicknesses doLtnnstream of the airfoil 
t railing-edge, the turbulence is essent iallj isotropic. 
_ _  __ 
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5. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The present study validates and augments a n  extensive dataset (References 5 .  15 and 
16). obtained by use of the flying hot-wire, documenting the boundary layer and near wake 
of an airfoil operating a t  maximum lift. The present flowfield measurements were made 
using a three-component laser velocimeter. Test conditions were chosen so as to establish 
a surface pressure distribution on the airfoil alrnost identical t.0 that  report.ed in Reference 
5 .  -Measurements.were compared with the above dataset, and with data  from a similar LV 
investigation by Hastings et  al (References 6 and 7) .  Mean velocitv measurements from all 
3 studies show good agreement,. Hastings et al were unable to obtain reliable turbulence 
measurements from the LV and used a stutionury hot wire to measure turbulence in the 
outer part of the boundary layer. These measurements are believed to be contaminated by 
rectification of the hot wire signal. Comparison of the present turbulence measurements is 
therefore restrict.ed to the Caltech FHW dat.aset. Both studies indicate very similar values 
for both u'u' and uJuJ. The two 1,echniques. very different _- in approach and execution, both 
indicate a region of negative shear stress (positive u'w') in the outer part  of the boundary 
layer that  first appears some distance upstream of separation. 
__  
It is evident from the present study that, the  t.unnel walls must be  included in any 
attempt to compute such a flow. The boundary layer displacement effect on these walls. 
however. will be of second order. Airfoil stall is a very complex phenomena involving 
boundary layer growt,h under the  influence of both strong streamwise curvature and st.rong 
adverse pressure gradient. In a.ddition to being able to  handle boundary laver separation. 
numerical computations must be able t,o relax the no-slip boundary condition at the air- 
foil trailing-edge and model the merging of two greatly different shear layers in order to 
a.ccurat.ely predict the flow in the wake. With these observations in  niind i t  makes sense 
to validate a proposed turbulence model by testing the model i n  a series of flow5 each of 
which have only one of the above features present at an! time. For example. a possible 
sequence could be the computation of 
( i )  a full>- attached turbulent houndar!. la>-er in zero pressure gradient wi th  strong 
streamwise curvature: comparison with the data  of Gillis and Johnston (Reference 18): 
test case 0233, 1980-81 Stanford Conference on Complex Turbulent Flows. 
( i i )  separating turbulent boundary layer in an adverse pressure gradient on a flat. wall 
(i.e.. no streamwise curvature); comparison Lvith the da ta  of Simpson et a1 (Reference 17);  
test, case 0.131. 1980-81 Stanford Conference on Comples Turbulent Flo~vs. 
( i i i )  trailing-edge flow with turbulent boundary layer separation: cornparison with the 
data  of Thompson a n d  M'hitelaw (Reference 19). 
and, finally 
(iv) airfoil stall - turbulent boundary layer separation from the upper surface of the 
airfoil under the influence of a strong adverse pressure gradient and strong streamwise 
curvature; comparison with the present LV data.  Hastings LV da ta  (References 6 and 7)  
and the  Calt,ech FHW data  (References 5 .  15 and 16): test case 0441. 1980-81 Stanford 
Conference on Complex Turbulent Flows. 
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Figure 14a. LIT measurements in the boundav layer at  s/c=0.529. 
Measurements of mean velocity. 
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T'urbulence measurements. 
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Figure 15b. LV measurements in the boundary layer at x/c =0.815. 
Turbulence measurements. 
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Measurements of mean velocity. 
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Turbulence measurements. 
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Measurements of mean velocity. 
Figure 17b. LV measurements in the wake at  a,/c =0.007. 
Turbulence measurements. 
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Measurements of mean velocity. 
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